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Founded by Dr. Reuben Sim and Dr. May Chan, Dental

Boutique proudly integrates cutting edge technology and

research with extensive experience to help patients achieve

their dream smile and feel confident every day. 

An award-winning dental practice, Dental Boutique has been

awarded Invisalign’s Platinum Elite status, an award given to

the top providers of Invisalign. 

Both our doctors have experience in cosmetic dentistry

internationally, and hold memberships with reputable

industry organisations. Further to this, both Dr. Chan and Dr.

Sim have personally used Invisalign to correct their crooked

teeth! (Not everyone is born with perfect teeth!)

Dr. Chan and Dr. Sim lead a team of highly trained Invisalign

professionals and assistants committed to genuine care and

advice  for both patient general and cosmetic dentistry

needs.

Dental Boutique has a special focus on Invisalign and

cosmetic dentistry, and has been featured in VOGUE

magazine, Leader newspapers, and on Smooth and ABC

radio.

DENTAL BOUTIQUE

4

boutA
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INVISALIGN...What Is
Invisalign is a virtually clear method of straightening your

teeth. Invisalign treatment uses a series of custom-made

clear plastic aligners which fit over and around your teeth to

gradually and discretely move them to their ideal position. Do

you have an overbite, underbite, crossbite, gappy teeth, open

bite, crowded teeth or crooked teeth? Then Invisalign may be

the answer for you!
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Invisalign is a modern teeth straightening technique and an

alternative to traditional braces. Unlike braces, Invisalign is

virtually invisible! Invisalign aligners are digitally designed by

our Invisalign dentists, and is made of a patented

thermoplastic material called SmartTrack. The material is

FDA-approved and contains no BPA, BPS, Latex or Gluten.

Like any cosmetic treatment, your Invisalign treatment result

will vary from practice to practice. No two cases are ever the

same, as they are personalised to your individual case. Our

experienced and knowledgeable dentists will create a

personalised design for your case and treatment plan that

will cater to your specific smile goals, needs and budget. At

Dental Boutique, we use proper planning and smile design to

achieve a customised result, you will love!

The best perk of Invisalign is that you will preview the

movements of your teeth throughout the duration of your

treatment and your final result before even starting your

treatment (using 3D video technology)! No wires, no metal

brackets and no constant tightening needed. You may even

be able to notice a straighter smile as quickly as six weeks!
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How Does the

INVISALIGN SYSTEM WORK?

How Does The
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Your routine will be uninterrupted!

Invisalign aligners are removable and

easy to take out, so you can continue

brushing your teeth, eating as you

normally would and playing the sports

you love! They are also virtually invisible

and a great option for those who want a

discreet treatment option.

Your dedicated Invisalign dentist will

create a personalised 3D video preview

of your predicted movements

throughout your Invisalign treatment

and final outcome before starting

treatment using the data collected from

your scans and records. This also

informs you of the likely length of the

treatment before starting treatment

also!

Your series of custom-made aligners will

be manufactured and shipped to Dental

Boutique. Your series of custom-made

aligners will be given to you (typically 3-

4 sets at a time) for you to wear every

day and change approximately every 2

weeks.

We will see you at Dental

Boutique approximately every 6-8 weeks

to monitor your progress and give you

your next series of aligners to wear.

Depending on the complexity of your

case, you could complete your Invisalign

treatment in as little as 6 months.

Congratulations! You have finished your

Invisalign treatment. Maintain your new

smile with the use of Vivera retainers.

Vivera retainers are custom made and

strong enough to keep your teeth in their

final position.

Like any cosmetic treatment, your

Invisalign treatment result will vary from

practice to practice.. No two cases are

ever the same, as they are personalised

to your individual case.  Our

experienced and knowledgeable

dentists will create a personalised

treatment plan that will cater to your

specific smile goals, needs and budget.
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How Does the
IS Invisalign
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This occurs when there is

considerable space

between at least two of

your teeth, and can

cause gum problems.

This can occur when the

upper and lower jaws are

misaligned, and can

cause wear and tear

leading to bone loss

This occurs when the

upper teeth bite over the

lower teeth and can to

painful jaw irritation.

SUITABLE FOR YOU?

GAPPY TEETH

OVERBITE

This occurs when there is

simply a lack of room

within your jaw for all

your teeth to fit normally,

leading to plaque

accumulation

OVER CROWDING

This occurs when the

lower teeth protrude past

the front teeth,

preventing normal

function of your front

teeth and molars.

UNDERBITE

 This is when your upper

and lower teeth are

unable to make physical

contact when the jaws

are closed, making

chewing and even talking

difficult

OPENBITE

CROSSBITE
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Preview of

predicated teeth

movement and

final smile design

using ClinCheck

software

You see your

predicted result

before you start

your treatment,

during and after

Allows you to see

what your smile

should look like

once treatment is

completed

CLINCHECK

STEP 3

Discussion of issues

you have with your

smile

Assessment to see if

Invisalign is the best

treatment for you

Complete

impressions of

teeth, x-rays and

photos

Creation of

treatment plan with

your dedicated

Patient Coordinator

INITIAL

CONSULTATION

STEP 1

Your Dental

Boutique dentist

will take scans of

your teeth and

send those off to

the Invisalign lab

where your aligners

will be fabricated

A comprehensive

examination will

need to be

scheduled to

ensure that your

teeth and gums are

healthy before

proceeding with

Invisalign

3D SCAN

STEP 2

Custom-made

aligners are

fabricated for you

by the Invisalign

lab

Each set of aligners

typically need to be

worn for two weeks

and then you’ll

switch to the next

set

Our accelerated

Invisalign program

will reduce the

time-worn for each

aligner from two

weeks down to

three-five days

BESPOKE ALIGNERS

STEP 4

While each

patient’s teeth are

different the

typical course of

treatment includes

between 7 and 36

sets of aligners

This takes

approximately 2 to

18 months,

however, it does

depend on factors

such as your

individual case and

your compliance

FINISH TREATMENT

STEP 5

INVISALIGN TREATMENT
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At Dental Boutique, we make it simple to achieve your dream smile with just five easy steps:

Process
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INVISALIGN VS TRADITIONAL
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At Dental Boutique we understand that Invisalign and other orthodontic treatment is a lifelong investment and is not an easy decision to

make. Before deciding on the best orthodontic solution for you, it is important that you consult with one of our dentists. We can discuss

through your options, the advantages and disadvantages of each, and help you make an informed decision that is best for you.

Orthodontics

INVISALIGN BRACES

Invisalign aligners are nearly invisible so it’s difficult

for others to notice the treatment.

The wires and brackets of traditional braces are

visible.

Most patients may feel pressure in the early stage

when starting with the first few Invisalign aligners.

Most patients may feel pain each time braces

are adjusted. The metal brackets may also irritate

the mouth and cause ulcers.

Invisalign aligners are removable. You can remove

them before eating/drinking and easily brush and

floss to maintain good oral hygiene.

Braces are fixed and not removable during the

teeth straightening treatment. This makes it more

difficult to eat certain types of food and it can

be difficult to clean and floss your teeth with the

braces in.

Traditional braces can only give you an estimate

of the duration of treatment at the beginning of

the treatment process.

Invisalign treatment allows you to visualise each

stage of the treatment process, from the beginning

to the end, giving you a clearer picture of the

treatment duration.

During your Invisalign treatment it is important that you still maintain your 6 monthly check-up with your dentist to ensure your gums stay

healthy. After you have finished your Invisalign treatment, you will need to use retainers to ensure the new position of your teeth is maintained.
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WITH INVISALIGNLife
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Don’t worry, Invisalign is subtle

and barely noticeable- you

may be able to feel them, but

it’s unlikely anyone else will

notice.

Virtually Invisible Removable

ComfortableSimple Procedures

Easily Cleaned

Invisalign aligners are easy to

remove for lunch breaks, your

early morning coffee and for

special occasions.

It’s easy to brush and floss your

teeth once you’ve removed

your aligners, and keeping the

aligners clean is simple too.

Appointments are spread out

between 4-8 weeks in most

cases, and are simply to

receive your next set of

aligners- no lengthy sessions in

the dentist chair!

Invisalign treatment is a great

option for those who enjoy an

active lifestyle as there are no

sharp brackets cutting your

mouth.

Smile

It’s easy to make your smile

picture-perfect for that special

occasion with Invisalign. You

can be yourself and don’t have

to hide your smile.
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ANSWEREDQuest ions
Will the Invisalign treatment be painful?

The force that Invisalign applies to your teeth is gentler and more consistent. But there may be times that there will

be some discomfort although this will not be as common as you would have when you have braces adjusted.

Can I get my insurance to cover for my Invisalign treatments?

Most dental insurance plans cover some Orthodontic treatment (Invisalign/Braces) depending on the company and

your level of cover. It would be best to contact your private health insurance fund and see if you are able to make a

claim on your upcoming Orthodontic treatment with your current policy.

I already have braces. Can I switch over to Invisalign?

Very possible. It’s best to visit your local dentist to ask and assess. If you’d like to make the switch and explore

what's possible, you can visit us at Dental Boutique and set an initial consultation appointment with one of our

experienced Invisalign dentists.

Since having braces, my teeth have shifted back. Can Invisalign fix this for me?

Yes. If you’ve experienced failed Orthodontic treatment in the past, you can always explore other Orthodontic or

Cosmetic treatment to get the results you’ve wanted with one of our talented Cosmetic Dentists.

Do I have any food restrictions when going through the Invisalign treatment?

You will have no food restrictions when going through the treatment. Unlike braces, there are no worries of food

getting stuck in the wires or hard bites taking off brackets. Invisalign allows you to enjoy any of the food you would

normally eat without treatment.

How long do I have to keep my Invisalign aligners on to get the maximum result?

Invisalign aligners need to be on for at least 20 to 22 hours per day to get the maximum result you want. It’s best to

keep them on for the majority of the day and while you sleep.

1

2

3

4

5

6
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ANSWEREDQuest ions
Will Invisalign affect my speech?

Only for a short while. As your tongue gets used to having Invisalign aligners, you might carry a short lisp. But this will

go away with a short amount of time to adjust.

Will I need to wear retainers after Invisalign treatment?

Just like any teeth straightening or orthodontic treatment, it is highly recommended to use retainers right after

treatment. We recommend using Vivera retainers. These are virtually invisible and made from a proprietary material

30% stronger than other leading clear retainer materials.

How often will I have to change my Invisalign aligners?

The total number of aligners will vary depending on the complexity of your malocclusion and the doctor's treatment

plan. The aligners will be individually numbered and will be dispensed to you by your doctor with specific instruction

for use. You will switch to the next aligner in the series approximately every week or as directed by your doctor. 

Do you offer payment plans for Invisalign?

Yes! While many of our new patients are attracted by the option of payment plans, they may often be pleasantly

surprised to find that the treatment will cost less than expected. However, if finance is a barrier to achieving your

optimal dental treatment, Dental Boutique offers payment plans, allowing you to start treatment straight away.

What are the main differences between Invisalign and braces?

Invisalign aligners offer an aesthetic alternative to conventional braces, as they are nearly invisible so many people

won't realise you are in treatment. Treatment plans can be visualised through the ClinCheck software, even before

you start your Invisalign treatment! Aligners allow for normal brushing and flossing tasks that are generally impaired

by conventional braces, potentially improving oral hygiene habits during treatment. 

7

8

9

10

11
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Modern advancements in the orthodontic and dental industries have

been monumental. While braces are still an option for some, when

compared to Invisalign, they actually have a larger margin for

guesswork. Because of the Invisalign 3D planning tool, experts are able to

perfect smiles and alignment before beginning treatment.

TIP: 

Check if your provider provides a warranty after your treatment. Some

clinics provide a warranty of up to 5 years and promise that if your teeth.

relapse, they will re-treat your case at no extra cost.

This can give you the peace of mind that regardless of what is used to

treat your smile, you will not have any out-of-pocket costs if you have an

orthodontic relapse.

Remember to check if your provider performs both conventional braces

and Invisalign so you get unbiased information of what is best for your

unique dental situation.

INVISALIGN IS NOT AS
EFFECTIVE AS BRACES

Myth

FALSE.
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Invisalign is a life-long investment. When you choose a top Invisalign

provider for your Invisalign treatment, the cost of your treatment could

be more affordable as the practice provides Invisalign regularly, and

may offer more flexible payment arrangements. The cost of Invisalign

varies depending on the individual factors, the complexity of the

treatment, and the treatment time. Generally it ranges from $3,500 to

$8,000

However, we would stress that cost should not be the only determining

factor when you are choosing a provider. You will need to look at the

reputation, reliability and past cases of the dental practice providing the

treatment.

TIP:

Some clinics provide payment plans. Remember to check if any deposit is

needed for these plans as some clinics offer no deposit payment plans.

Do your homework and check prior to avoid any disappointment.

Also ask if the provider you are considering includes all Invisalign related

x-rays, models and the final retainers at the end of the treatment. Some

providers charge for these separately on top of the Invisalign fee.

INVISALIGN COSTS
TOO MUCH

Myth

FALSE.
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Myth

You may have seen a dentist for an Invisalign consultation and been told

you are not a suitable candidate. It’s key to remember that Invisalign is a

service, not a product - inherent skill and craft comes with providing and

fitting Invisalign to each patient.

Some dentists prefer other treatment methods as they may feel

treatment with Invisalign will not be successful in their hands.

TIP:

Ask your provider how many Invisalign procedures they have completed.

To be proficient and gain “familiarity” with the nuances and subtlety of

Invisalign, the provider must have completed a certain number of cases.

Ask if the provider has received recognition from Invisalign. Award-

winning Diamond Elite providers and above are providers who have

completed a large number of cases using Invisalign. This can be used as

an indication if the provider has enough experience to advise you on

your Invisalign treatment.

YOU WILL GET CONSISTENT
RESULTS REGARDLESS OF
WHICH DENTIST YOU GO TO
FALSE.
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Like any cosmetic treatment, your Invisalign treatment result will vary from dentist to dentist. No two cases are ever the same, as

they are personalised to your individual case. Our experienced and knowledgable dentists will create a personalised strategy for

your case and design a treatment plan that will cater to your specific smile goals, needs and wants.

At Dental Boutique, there are no templates. Because every case is unique, our approach will be as well. Our technology allows us

to monitor and measure the changes that happen to your teeth even when you aren’t in our clinic.

We use proper planning and smile design to give a customised result, which you will love! The best perk of Invisalign is that you

can see what movements your teeth will go through and your final result, before even finishing your treatment. No wires, no metal

brackets and no constant tightening needed. You may be able to notice straighter smile as quickly as 6 weeks!

Awarded the Invisalign Platinum Elite Provider For 3 Years in a row, we bear the seal of compliance to the highest standard of

excellence there is. This is a feat our Melbourne clinic dentists take pride in. It’s not for the sake of the award itself. This is the

monument of our commitment to providing our patients only the best.

WILL MY INVISALIGN RESULT Vary?
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OF OUR WORKExamples

Real Patients. Real Stories.

Dentistry and Photography by Dental Boutique.

DANIELLE  Dental problems: narrow smile, crooked teeth & uneven bite

NICK Dental problems: gappy teeth, bad & uneven bite

CLARICE Dental problems: retained baby teeth, crooked teeth, bad bite, narrow & asymmetrical smile
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OF OUR INVISALIGN WORKExamples

Real Patients. Real Stories.

Dentistry and Photography by Dental Boutique.

ALEX  Dental problems: overcrowded teeth, protruding teeth & uneven bite

TEDDY  Dental problems: protruding two front teeth, missing tooth, deep overbite & crooked teeth

AMBROSE  Dental problems: protruding, crooked & misaligned teeth
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OF OUR INVISALIGN WORKExamples

Real Patients. Real Stories.

Dentistry and Photography by Dental Boutique.

OLIVIA  Dental problems: gappy teeth, crooked teeth & uneven bite

THOMAS Dental problems: crooked, crowded, narrow & uneven bite.

NANCY Dental problems: crooked teeth, irregular shaped & discoloured teeth.
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SO WHAT DO SOME OF 

Our Patient's Think?...
The team at Dental Boutique focus on the overall patient experience, placing a high emphasis on both the comfort

and result for each patient, working until you are completely satisfied with your smile. With hundreds of 5-Star reviews

we are a trusted provider for Invisalign treatment.

“I don't even live in

Melbourne but flew to

Melbourne to go to

Dental Boutique. Teeth

are important and I

refused to have anything

but the best! A big shout

out to Dental Boutique

for getting my teeth nice

using Invisalign."

- Teddy

"Thanks for your support!

It's been a big few

months for me, and my

teeth! I hated going to

the dentist and avoided it

for 7 years and was

scared beyond belief. I

completed Invisalign and

Composite Veneers and I

still love them so much!"

- Alex

"I actually cannot believe

my eyes! When I started

Invisalign I was scared

there was the possibility

that I might be throwing

money down the drain

and actually not see

results. Now, I have no

words! So extremely

happy with this progress."

- Alana

"It's absolutely crazy to

see my teeth

transformation with

Invisalign in only a couple

of weeks! It has

defientely been worth

every minute. I am

absolutely stoked and

can't wait to see the final

result!"

- Tali
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Dental Concerns

Bullied” about the conditions of his teeth his whole life and on Love Island

Has never been able to find a dentist in Adelaide he is comfortable with

Very crooked and misaligned teeth

Protruding two front teeth

Missing tooth

Deep overbite

How Long Did It Take?

Teddy is still completing his Invisalign treatment, with minor adjustments

left!

1st Visit:

Teddy came in to Dental Boutique for a consultation with an Invisalign

qualified dentist to discuss alternatives to metal braces. We spoke about

his concerns, needs, and lifestyle, and what her ideal smile would look like.

Teddy decided that Invisalign was the most suitable treatment for him! We

completed an orthodontic analysis of his teeth, and we took scans and x-

rays.

2nd Visit:

On his second visit, we showed Teddy his 3D ClinCheck movie that was

sent by Invisalign! Teddy was able to see the final result of his treatment

before he had begun. He had the opportunity during this visit to make

changes to his future smile but he loved his predicted results. 

3rd Visit:

On Teddy's third visit, he begun his Invisalign treatment! He had

attachments glued to his teeth to ensure they move correctly, and he

received his first set of aligners.

Teddy's next visits:

Teddy visited Dental Boutique every 3-4 months for the duration of his

treatment. During those visits he collected his next set of aligners, and we

were able to monitor his treatment to ensure we were achieving his ideal

smile.

With Teddy almost at the finish line, he is shocked by the results already. 

Teddy is super excited to see his final smile results, as he has waited for

this moment for so long! Even friends of Teddy comment on how nice his

smile is! We are super excited to see Teddy's final smile results. 
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INVISALIGN JOURNEY WITH DENTAL BOUTIQUETeddy's

Background

Teddy was on Channel 9’s TV show Love Island and was unsuccessful in his

venture to find love. On the show he was “bullied” by fellow contestants

about the conditions of his teeth, and has been bullied his whole life

through school for teeth.  His main concern is his two front teeth as he has

never been happy with them. As he is a fun-loving guy, he has gained the

confidence to thrive in life through his other personality traits and doesn’t

want his teeth to hold him back anymore or be ridiculed for them. He has

wanted to correct his teeth for a long time, and although he went and saw

a dentist in Adelaide his hometown to learn more about Invisalign, he didn’t

like the dentist or feel comfortable with him, so he didn’t return. So he

decided to travel and complete Invisalign treatment in Melbourne at

Dental Boutique instead.

Solution

We completed  Invisalign  treatment for Teddy to straighten, broaden his

smile, correct his overbite and improve the function of his teeth, smile and

jaw. Invisalign uses a series of virtually invisible clear aligners that move

your teeth into your desired position and was the ideal treatment for Teddy

to correct all of his concerns, as he doesn’t want people to know that he is

completing treatment. For Teddy, Invisalign was the preferred, discreet

treatment option over traditional braces in his frontline role within the

media.
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Background

Danielle wanted to improve the appearance of her smile and she desired

straighter teeth. 

She had researched Invisalign prior to visiting Dental Boutique and loved

that Invisalign was virtually invisible and removable. 

Danielle visited Dental Boutique to discuss her alternatives to metal

braces, and after consultation with us, she was pleased to discover that

she was suitable for Invisalign treatment. 

This is exactly what Danielle hoped for!

Invisalign was the ideal solution for Danielle as Invisalign is a discreet,

effective and faster solution to straightening teeth compared to

traditional metal braces.

Dental Concerns

Overcrowded upper and lower teeth

Crooked teeth

Uneven and "bad" bite

How Long Did It Take?

Danielle's treatment was completed in 12 months.

1st Visit:

Danielle came in to Dental Boutique for a consultation with an Invisalign

qualified dentist to discuss alternatives to metal braces. We spoke about

her concerns, needs, and lifestyle, and what her ideal smile would look like.

Danielle decided that Invisalign was the most suitable treatment for her!

We completed an orthodontic analysis of her teeth, and we took scans

and x-rays.

2nd Visit:

On her second visit, we showed Danielle her 3D ClinCheck movie that was

sent by Invisalign! Danielle was able to see the final result of her treatment

before she had begun. She had the opportunity during this visit to make

changes to her future smile but she loved her predicted results. 

3rd Visit:

On Danielle's third visit, she begun her Invisalign treatment! She had

attachments glued to her teeth to ensure they move correctly, and she

received her first set of aligners.

Danielle's next visits:

Danielle visited Dental Boutique every 6-12 months for the duration of her

treatment. During those visits she collected her next set of aligners, and we

were able to monitor her treatment to ensure we were achieving her ideal

smile.

Danielle's last Invisalign visit:

On Danielle's last Invisalign visit we removed the attachments from her

teeth and she was given her retainers to maintain her beautiful, new smile!
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INVISALIGN JOURNEY WITH DENTAL BOUTIQUE

Solution

After Danielle's consultation with us, she was pleased to discover that she

was suitable for Invisalign treatment.

Invisalign was the ideal solution for Danielle as Invisalign is a discreet,

effective and faster solution to straightening teeth compared to traditional

metal braces.

Danielle's



We accept cash, eftpos, and credit cards

(MasterCard, Visa, AMEX). 

We offer HICAPS that allows you to instantly

claim on the spot from your private health

insurance. 

We offer payment plans for general, cosmetic

and specialised dental treatment. 

Early Super Release. 

At Dental Boutique, we offer the following payment

options:

While many of our new patients are attracted by

the option of payment plans, they may often be

pleasantly surprised to find that the treatment will

cost less than expected.

However, if finance is a barrier to achieving your

optimal dental treatment, Dental Boutique offers

payment plans, allowing you to start treatment

straight away.

PAYMENT PLAN OPTIONS

PAYMENT Options
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So What Now. . . ?

CALL US ON 1800 NO PAIN

PERSONALISED TREATMENT PLAN

CONSULTATION

FINISH YOUR SMILE MAKEOVER

DEDICATED PATIENT CONSULTANT

ENJOY YOUR NEW SMILE



1800 NO PAIN

enquiries@dentalboutique.com.au

www.dentalboutique.com.au
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Deepdene (Balwyn) 3103 VIC
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